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Non-relational databases have recently been the preferred choice when it comes to dealing with
BigData challenges, but their performance is very sensitive to the chosen data organisations. We
have seen diﬀerences of over 70 times in response time for the same query on diﬀerent models.
This brings users the need to be fully conscious of the queries they intend to serve in order to
design their data model. The common practice then, is to replicate data into diﬀerent models
designed to ﬁt diﬀerent query requirements. In this scenario, the user is in charge of the code
implementation required to keep consistency between the diﬀerent data replicas. We propose
and design a mechanism and a prototype to provide users with transparent management, where
queries are matched with a well-performing model option. Additionally, we propose to do so by
transforming the replication mechanism into a heterogeneous replication one, in order to avoid
squandering disk space while keeping the availability and reliability features.
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1 Introduction
Modelling for NoSQL databases becomes a complex task when trying to design the database
for good performance as the programmer has to consider all the queries that will be executed
on the database beforehand, to ensure that every query is accommodated by some model in
order to reduce heavy variabilities in response time and server load. The process requires a lot
of database and query awareness and it is heavily bound to the models that are being queried.
For example, for the case of the key-value database of Cassandra if a query is not focused on
row keys its performance will be very poor. In fact, it may even not be possible to execute some
queries if the data schema has not been carefully designed. We studied these behaviours in our
previous work [6] and determined the existence of aﬃnities between models and queries that
favoured their row structure, reaﬃrming ourselves in that in order to seek optimal performance,
the ideal would be to have a model for each type of query.
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Figure 1: Heterogeneous replication for a Cassandra cluster with 3 diﬀerent Conceptual Families
and replication factor of 3
Nevertheless, all this management falls on the user responsibility, therefore he would man-
ually require to build all the diﬀerent replicas. This implies further hassle such as assuming
the extra redundancy, maintaining the consistency between all the models that share common
data when it had to be inserted or changed, or being mindful about performance issues or extra
load time when having to modify database data since it would involve to do one write per data
replica instead of a single write to the database.
In this paper we propose to provide databases with automatic Query Driven Data Modelling
(QDDM), which is meant to remove these shortcomings and inconveniences from the user. On
one hand, by modelling the schemas automatically, and on the other hand, by receiving incoming
queries, analysing them, and choosing which of the available models is the most suited to serve
the query with the best performance outcome. In fact, in some cases where the query was
formerly invalid in regard to database structure, the user may even get a response because
QDDM could mutate it into a query for a model that can serve what the client was asking for.
Additionally, the system will also manage the heterogeneous replication mechanisms it plans
to incorporate. This will relieve the user from having to manually manage replication and keep
consistency in the database. Moreover, the implementation of QDDM will not require extra
disk space as we propose to exploit the heterogeneous replicas for reliability and availability
ends, which merges all the replication beneﬁts into a single layer of physical replication.
In order to show the feasibility and potential beneﬁts of this idea, we have implemented and
evaluated a prototype that implements the described QDDM system in the Apache Cassandra
database.
2 Query Driven Data Modelling
Our proposal consists in making use of these inherent mechanisms towards oﬀering diﬀerent data
layouts that suit diﬀerent queries, altogether with choosing which of these layouts is the most
suited one for each query transparently to the database users. It also aims to integrate model
diversity and replication used in availability and reliability, into a database where replication
becomes heterogeneous.
Take as an example the architecture of the Cassandra database. In Figure 1 we picture the
data distribution layout when Cassandra evolves with QDDM. With the new approach data
is still replicated, however due to the heterogeneity it gains it becomes able to provide the
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Figure 2: Generic query path through the QDDMP
database with more options that will help increase performance.
A portion of data is identiﬁed by a key that determines which nodes host each of the data
replicas. With the addition of QDDM, data organisation and sharding will vary for the replicas,
thus the query will be, if required, automatically translated before seeking the nodes hosting
the requested data.
2.1 System prototype
In Figure 2 we can see the overall integration of our implementation for a Query Driven Data
Modelling Prototype (QDDMP) within Cassandra. This build will allow us to evaluate the
beneﬁts of our proposal with an implementation external to Cassandra, at the client side.
However, it should be noted that in a production environment it should be integrated within
the database. This external prototype acts practically analogous as having QDDM built into
Cassandra, thus we will be able to get preliminary results to show the potential beneﬁts of
QDDM.
The QDDM prototype intercepts the query before it reaches Cassandra. The query is
parsed, and then analysed. If it consists of a query that modiﬁes the model structure in any
way (CREATE, ALTER or DROP, TABLE or INDEX. . . ) the QDDM metadata is updated
with the new information and then the query is forwarded to Cassandra. Otherwise, if the query
is just managing data (SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE. . . ) it will also be analysed
before reaching Cassandra, and rebuilt in order to suit the QDDM prototype data models that
the metadata deﬁnes for the data involved in the query, and the consistency levels the user
requested.
2.1.1 QDDM management metadata
To simulate this system, we have implemented the QDDMP as a wrapper of the DataStax
Java Driver used by the client application. The QDDMP stores some metadata that keeps
information of the models and relations between them in the database. The QDDMP adds a
new category within the Cassandra modelling tools, that of Conceptual Family. A Conceptual
Family consists of a group of tables that represent the same dataset but that are modelled in
a diﬀerent organisation, therefore a two-way translation is possible between every table in a
Conceptual Family. In fact, the translation process is internal within the QDDMP, allowing the
system to mutate between tables at any time it is required to keep the database functionalities
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working, without the need of external assistance.
2.1.2 Query path
After determining whether the query is aﬃne or not, it may be mutated into other model queries
depending on whether if it is a read or a write, the consistency policy requirements, or if there
are opportunities to increase performance. If it is reading from the database, data will have to
be fetched from all the replicas in order to check their validity. Otherwise, if it is writing to the
database, data will need to be written speciﬁcally to each model. Once the queries have been
mutated they will be forwarded to Cassandra.
In this prototype we have implemented two of the consistency policies oﬀered by Cassandra
when writing data: one that waits until data have been written in every replica (ALL), and
one that waits until they have been written to at least one replica, being that the one of the
queried model, if it existed (PRIMARY ).
For the ALL consistency level, data is written to the database in parallel by using one thread
for each update. In the case of consistency PRIMARY a thread is used to write the data to
the main replica, and the rest of updates are put in a queue for pending writes. The elements
of the queue are executed in background threads to the user’s choice of parallelism level. Since,
due to internals of CQL which limits the INSERT query to one row, elements are written one
by one into the database the model that is being written will not have any special impact on
performance.
On the other hand, if the query is just attempting to read from the database (SELECT), it
will be analysed and matched against the QDDMP metadata corresponding to the Conceptual
Family of the queried model in order to see if there is a better option to achieve the same
results. If there is not, the QDDMP just lets the query through, however if the QDDMP
detects improvement can be made, it will mutate the query into a more appropriate one that
suits the model options it can oﬀer. The decision to determine if a model is more suitable than
another is based on whether the query is being made by row key or not, this is a well known
key-value database practice[3]. Other queries are, even if the database model accepts them,
highly discouraged due to the expected high overhead this would suppose. Data retrieved by a
mutated query will be returned in a format that matches the former query by means of a result
translation process.
3 Related work
When having replicated heterogeneous data or there are internal model references, and the
database system cannot manage this automatically, the clients have to be conscious of the
possible changes on this data. This has been proven to be a major hassle in many situations, and
the database always has better resources and solutions to make the changes in a more optimal
way, such as triggers [4] or rule systems [10] in SQL databases. However, updating these tables
is not straightforward because one write to the database can translate into executing a piece of
code that writes into multiple tables, thus performance impacts have to be carefully planned.
Moreover, these challenges become even more delicate when dealing with a distributed system
where besides performance, reliability, availability, synchronization and other constraints have
to be considered [9], [5].
However, even with the existence of materialised views, deciding which materialised views
to create, and to maintain them, is a challenge on itself. Part of a QDDM system is focused
on analysing queries and existing models to create new models. Research on SQL databases
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to automate schema building revolves around index creation [2] and materialised views [1] in
SQL systems, recently extending the automatic modelling decisions to the NoSQL ﬁeld [8].
Striving for even more automatisation, a lot of work has been put into DynaMat [7], a system
that dynamically materializes views and maintains them. However, unlike ours, DynaMat is
a relational solution, and furthermore it focuses on deciding which queries to materialise in
order to save disk by creating only those that are going to be used enough times to cover
for the drawbacks. To update data in order to keep consistency they propose oﬄine methods,
whilst in our approach updates are done online without overhead additions. Another important
diﬀerence between DynaMat and QDDM is that, even though we provide a disk resource friendly
solution, saving disk space is not our main goal, since replicated data is part of the nature in
highly distributed storage in order to cover availability and reliability concerns.
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